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Abstract

A major problem in artificial brain building is the au-

tomatic construction and training of multi-module systems

of neural networks. For example, consider a biological hu-

man brain, which has millions of neural nets. If an artificial

brain is to have similar complexity, it is unrealistic to re-

quire that the training data set for each neural net must be

specified explicitly by a human, or that interconnections be-

tween evolved nets be performed manually. In this paper we

present an original technique to solve this problem. A sin-

gle large-scale task (too complex to be performed by a sin-

gle neural net) is automatically split into simpler sub-tasks.

A multi-module system of neural nets is then trained so that

one of these sub-tasks is performed by each net. We present

the results of an experiment using this novel techinque for

pattern recognition.

1. Introduction

For nearly a decade, the third author has been dreaming

of building artificial brains by evolving neural net circuits

in special hardware at hardware speeds. In the first attempt

to implement these ideas (1996-2001), a cellular automata-

based neural net model called “CoDi” [5] was used. It

was simple enough to be implementable, despite the severe

constraints imposed by the programmable (evolvable) state-

of-the-art hardware of 1996. The first generation brain-

building machine [3], called “CBM” (CAM-Brain Machine,

CAM = cellular automata machine) was implemented and

sold in Japan, Europe, and the US. It is a research machine

and needs further work. Further, its chips date from 1996

and are starting to age. Independently of whether or not the

CBM research and development work will continue or not,

it is time to start thinking about the creation of a second-

generation machine, which we call “BM2” (Brain-Building

Machine, 2nd generation).

The basic idea behind artificial brain building is to evolve

a neural net circuit at electronic speeds in dedicated hard-

ware. This trained neural net is then executed in real-time

in the same dedicated hardware. Tens of thousands of such

individually evolved neural net modules can be executed in

parallel. Modern electronics makes brain building possible,

and the probability that Moore’s law will continue for an-

other 20 years or more, makes the prospect of brain building

almost certain.

However, there is an unsolved problem with the first gen-

eration brain building machine CBM: the training data set

for each neural net (module) must be explicitly specified

by the human user, and then these trained modules must be

interconnected manually. CBM has 64,000 modules. We

expect BM2 to have over 1 million. Explicitely designing

every detail of such a large artificial brain would likely be

impossible. Further, since much of the structure and func-

tion of biological brains remains a mystery, it is impossible

to know how to optimally define and organize an artificial

brain. There is need for a technique that will allow a higher-

level (multi-module) description of a task to be supplied by

the human designer. Such a higher-level approach is anal-

ogous to the different between programming in C++ versus

assembly language.

While some notable previous research has been per-

formed in techniques for constructing multi-module neural

net systems (surveys can be found in [15], and chapter 7 of

[7]), these techniques are limited with respect to the needs

of brain building. Namely, these techniques are designed

around reducing the mean-squared-error of a neural net’s

performance for a certain task, not automatically splitting

an extremely difficult task into many manageable sub-tasks.

Therefore, the benefit they can provide for large-scale artifi-

cial brain development is limited, and they do not help solve

the brain-building problem of abstracting the design or con-

struction of an artificial brains with thousands or millions of

modules.

Some evolutionary techniques have also been developed

which could be considered to be “multi-module” methods.

These include divide-and-conquer approaches to evolv-

ing complex systems [16], incremental evolution [6], and

bidrectional incremental evolution [9]. The divide-and-



conquer approach is most pertinent to our needs in large-

scale artificial brain building. However, current published

techinques are focused on gate-level evolution in evolvable

hardware (not neural networks), and some require a large

degree of human intervention in the algorithm (i.e. parti-

tioning the training data set manually).

We present an original technique to solve this problem of

abstracting the design or construction of an artificial brains

with thousands or millions of modules. We begin with a

single extremely difficult task, which is too complex to be

performed by a single neural net (i.e. it requires a multi-

module system of neural nets to be computationally plau-

sible). First, this complex problem is split into simpler

sub-problems. This splitting is done automatically by par-

titioning the training data set into subsets of highly related

examples. Second, a multi-module system of neural nets

is trained so that one of these sub-problems is performed

by each net. Third, a single neural net is trained to be a

decision-making circuit, whose input vector is the outputs

of the neural nets trained to perform the sub-problems. This

decision making network’s output is the output of the entire

multi-module system.

The structure of the multi-module system can be static,

or can be evolved to maximize the performance of the ar-

tificial brain. This multi-module structure evolution can be

compared to biological evolution of brains. We plan to im-

plement this automatic multi-module training technique in

the second-generation brain building machine, BM2.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly

reviews previous work in constructing multi-module neu-

ral net systems. Section 3 introduces our automatic multi-

module training technique. Section 4 presents experimental

results concerning this technique. Section 5 contains dis-

cussion and plans for further research.

2. Previous Work

Perhaps the most closely related existing method to the

technique we introduce in this paper is divide-and-conquer

evolution [16]. The purpose of divide-and-conquer evolu-

tion is to make the evolution of a complex system faster and

more plausible. This is accomplished by splitting a diffi-

cult task up into simpler sub-tasks. For example, in [16],

pattern recognition of characters is performed by assigning

a subset of the characters to seperate modules. Each mod-

ule is simpler than one whole system, and thus have shorter

chromosomes which results in faster overall evolution and

a greater chance of convergence to the global optimal so-

lution. However, this technique (as presented in [16]) is

not automatic since the partitioning of the training data set

has to be done manually, and the technique is meant for

gate-level evolution in an FPGA rather than a multi-module

neural net system.

Another evolution-based approach is incremental evolu-

tion [6]. In this technique, a difficult task is evolved by

using progressively more difficult fitness functions. This is

useful for guiding evolution to the global optimal solution.

This technique can be further enhanced by using an incre-

mental and divide-and-conquer hybrid, bidirectional incre-

mental evolution [9]. However, note that incremental evo-

lution is limited because it only helps guide evolution, not

provide solutions that are too difficult for the underlying

learning technique to perform in a naive fashion. To per-

form very difficult tasks with neural nets, there is need for a

multi-module technique.

There are some existing multi-module techniques de-

signed specifically for neural networks (rather than evolu-

tion in general). It has long been known that the difficulty

of training/evolving a neural net to approximate an input-

output mapping is directly related to how smooth that map-

ping is [7, 1]. A simple way to make the mapping more

homogeneous is to evenly split the problem domain, and

then train a collection of independent neural nets to approx-

imate each portion. These neural nets are then used online

by selecting one to execute based on the current input vec-

tor. While this approach is very simple, it makes no pro-

visions to ensure that the splitting of the problem domain

is optimal with respect to overall approximation error. Fur-

ther, this approach only splits up the problem domain, not

the task to be performed.

Techniques for using an array of neural nets simultane-

ously have also been introduced. For example, ensemble

averaging [12, 7] is a technique where individual “expert”

modules are trained with the purpose of each overfitting the

training data in some unique way. The outputs of the neural

net modules are then averaged to produce the system out-

put. This technique has proven useful for improving classi-

fication performance, but does not actually split a difficult

problem up in any way (i.e. each neural net simply focuses

on a different portion of the problem domain, but still learns

the entire problem domain).

Another well-known technique is boosting [14, 15]. In

boosting, a series of neural nets are trained, one network at

a time, in order. The latter nets are given a subset of the

training examples, selected such that 50% of them are dif-

ficult for the previous nets to classify. Thus the latter nets

focus on the more difficult portions of the problem domain.

As with ensemble averaging, boosting has proven to be a

useful techinque, but also does not split a difficult task up

into manageable sub-tasks. In fact, like in ensemble aver-

aging, each of the modules must still learn a representation

of the entire problem domain.

A different approach to solving difficult problems

through multi-module neural net systems is the mixture of

experts model [8, 7]. In this techinque, a non-standard feed-

forward neural net model is used, which has a run-time dy-
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namic structure. The network model is composed of a col-

lection of single-layer perceptrons, and then one non-linear

network module whose outputs weight the outputs of the

perceptrons. These weigheted perceptron outputs are then

summed to produce the system output. Because the output

weighting is performed dynamically at run-time (using the

system inputs), the model has a dynamic structure. This al-

lows for a semi-local approximation of the target function,

potentially improving performance. However, as with the

other techinques for multi-module neural net systems we’ve

discussed, the task to perform is not actually split up. Thus,

this approach can have difficutly solving extremely complex

problems, and does not help with the problem of automati-

cally constructing/evolving large-scale artificial brains.

There is need for a technique capable of automatically

constructing a large-scale multi-module neural net system

using only a single set of training examples of the highly

complex behavior desired. Through such a technique, the

human engineer could design an artificial brain from a

higher level. Thus, the workload on the human engineer

can be dramatically reduced, allowing for the design and

evolution of massive, highly intelligent artificial brains in

programmable (evolvable) hardware.

3. Automatic Multi-Module Training

The primary challenge in constructing large-scale multi-

module neural net systems is how to allow an artificial

brain architect to supply a high-level description of the de-

sired functionality, which is automatically converted into

the proper low-level constructs. Currently, in the CBM

brain machine, all 64,000 modules must have their func-

tion and interconnections specified manually by a human

(evolution/training only occurs within each individual mod-

ule). Such a low level approach is analogous to trying to

program an operating system exclusively in binary using

machine code. There is need for a techinque to allow high-

level specification of desired brain functionality, which can

then be “compiled” into an appropriate multi-module sys-

tem.

The approach we take to solving this problem is to al-

low the brain architect (the human who is designing the ar-

tificial brain) to supply a complex problem. By complex,

we mean that the task is far beyond what a single neural

network can do. Traditionally, a complex task for a neural

net would have to be manually split up by a human, and

then a series of neural networks designed using heuristics

and prior knowledge about the task. However, we seek to

automatic this process, thus providing a tool by which an

artificial brain can be designed from a higher level.

If a complex problem can be effectively split into sub-

problems of manageable complexity, it is straightforward to

train a collection of neural nets to solve the overall problem

together. However, automatic splitting of a problem is not a

simple task. Therefore, this is where we focus our attention.

Our technique is based on the realization that the defini-

tion of a task (i.e. the training data set) can be partitioned

into subsets of similar elements through the use of simple

mathematical techniques [13]. This partitioning allows for

each neural net to only have to solve for a simple solution

space.

For example, consider a training set of digital picture

data of all English language characters. The training data

set specifies that the characters ’a’, ’b’, and ’c’ should be

accepted but all other characters rejected. This is a very

difficult problem for a single neural net to solve, especially

if the trained net must allow for rotation invariance, pic-

tures containing errors, etc. However, this problem becomes

much more manageable if solved by a system of neural nets

working together. The data set can be automatically parti-

tioned by using simple statistics to group similar characters

into subsets. For example, the mean pixel value of charac-

ters ’a’, ’b’, and ’c’ are different–’b’ has the most colored

pixels, and ’c’ the least. Other simple statistics can further

help segregate the training data set.

The above example is simple and could be easily solved

by a human prior to training. However, what about a prob-

lem so complex that it requires hundreds or thousands of

neural nets to solve? Further, what if the training data ap-

pears so similar that partitioning it is very difficult? It is

obvious why an automatic technique to perform this parti-

tioning is desirable.

3.1. Automatic Partitioning

Automatic partitioning of the training set into subsets is

done by applying a series of simple statistical measures to

the input data. Those elements of the training set that are

similar according to a statistical measure, and specify the

same output(s) from the neural net, are grouped in a subset.

Each statistical measure will lead to disjoint subsets of the

input data. However, further application of statistical mea-

sures can lead to overlap between the subsets. Therefore,

any given element of the training set can be in one or more

subsets. This is possible because each statistical measure is

applied to the original set of training data. Each subset cre-

ated will be the positive examples to train a single module

(neural net); all other elements of the original training set

will be the negative examples for that module.

Only training examples with the same specified output

value(s) are grouped together, because partitioning is meant

to reduce the solution space as much as possible. Note that

we assume a discrete, rather than continuous, range of spec-

ified outputs. This could be extended by performing statis-

tical measures on both the input and output of training set

examples, but we have not yet experimented with this.
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Note that the number of training subsets can be reduced

if the problem being trained for has a yes/no (Boolean) an-

swer. Only positive (or negative) examples in the training

set need to be partitioned into subsets, since the answer to

the problem is known by simply computing whether yes or

no is the correct result (i.e. by testing where “yes” is correct,

we can directly imply whether “no” is correct). Therefore,

our approach seems especially pertinent to pattern recogni-

tion with two classes.

Theoretically, partitioning could be done with many

mathematical measures of similarity between two digital

data items. However, we prefer statistical techniques that

can be applied generally to any type of digital data. Better

performance might be gained by using application-specific

techniques (such as image processing for pictorial data), but

we are most interested in a generally applicable approach.

We recommend using the following measures for parti-

tioning. Note that in some of these techniques, it is assumed

that the data is in linear sequential form.

• Mean value.

• Median value.

• Standard deviation.

• Frequency.

• Maximum sample.

• Minimum sample.

• Average change in sample value from beginning to

end.

Many other measures exist that could be used, but we

have found these to work well in our experiments. An

interesting area for future work would be to (if possible)

mathematically prove exactly what set of statistical mea-

sures would be guaranteed to provide a sufficient partition-

ing of the training data set such that automatic construction

of multi-module systems, capable of solving any problem,

could take place.

Note that, in practice, it is known whether a specific sta-

tistical measure is useful for partitioning a given training

set if there are clusters of elements with similar values. For

example, consider figure 1. Each cluster should be a dis-

tinct subset. If there are no clusters, then no subsets should

be created for this measure. Note that this approach helps

to minimize the number of modules required in a system.

These clusters can be found with well-known mathemati-

cal techniques, so we do not go into further detail of this

process in this paper.

3.2. Structure of MultiModule System

We use a semi-static multi-module system structure. Fig-

ure 2 shows a diagram of this design.

Figure 1. In this example there are two clus

ters of training set elements that are similar
according to some statistical measure. Each
cluster should be made a separate subset for

training. Note that there may be some out
lying elements, which are not added to any
subset defined by this statistical measure.

Figure 2. The semistatic structure of the
multimodule system.

This multi-module structure is very similar to a feedfor-

ward neural net, except that the processing units (modules)

are entire neural nets rather than individual neurons. Fur-

ther, the weights between modules are always 1.0 (i.e. the

signals are propagated without change). The general struc-

ture of the system is static, but the number of inputs, pro-

cessing modules, and system outputs is specific to the cur-

rent problem. Note that there is one decision-making mod-

ule for each output of the system. In other words, for an

N-to-1 system, there is one decision-making module, and

for an N-to-M system, there are M decision-making mod-

ules.

Flow of execution proceeds through the multi-module

system just like a feedforward neural net. The inputs are

received simultaneously by the “hidden” layer of process-

ing modules. The processing modules each output a single

signal, which are received simultaneously by the decision

making circuit. The decision making circuit then computes
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and transmits the output signal of the system.

Any neural net model could be used for the modules of

the system, as long as it is appropriate for the required tasks.

In our pattern recognition experiments, we used standard

three-layer feedforward neural nets. However, other possi-

bilities exist. For example, a recurrent neural net model [10]

could be used to perform a different style of processing. As

an example, we could use feedback neural nets to provide

context-sensitive processing. Another possibility is a neu-

ral net model we recently introduced, called TiPo [4]; TiPo

has a temporally dynamic structure, and is very powerful at

performing dynamic processing.

Note that the target input-output mappings of the pro-

cessing modules (hidden layer of the multi-module system)

are known from the training examples, but the target map-

ping of the decision making module is not known before-

hand. This is because the decision making module’s inputs

are determined by the processing units, and are therefore

unknown until those modules have been trained and exam-

ined. Therefore, the training of the multi-module system

begins with the processing units. The decision making mod-

ule is then trained, using signals produced by the processing

modules as its inputs and the multi-module system’s target

outputs.

3.3. Optimizing the Set of Modules

It is important to note that our techinque can generate

many subsets of the training data, each of which directly

translates into one module in the final multi-module system.

Further, the number of subsets will likely increase with ev-

ery additional statistical measure used to partition the train-

ing data. In many cases, these subsets will be (mostly) re-

dundant, and therefore will provide the multi-module sys-

tem with little or no additional functionality. Moreover, the

presence of unnecessary modules will only slow down soft-

ware performance, or waste space in programmable (evolv-

able) hardware. Therefore, it is critical that we have some

method in place to eliminate uninteresting modules.

The approach we take in solving this problem is to elim-

inate all (mostly) redundant subsets of the training data. We

do this by comparing all subsets to find those with a large

overlap of elements. Specifically, we find all subsets that

have 90% or more of the same elements. We then join all

of these related subsets into one subset, by keeping all pos-

itive examples and some of the negative examples. This

has proven effective in dramatically reducing the number of

modules in our experiments, as detailed in the results sec-

tion of this paper.

Thus, the complete list of steps in are technique are:

1. Partition the training data set into subsets.

2. Eliminate all (mostly) redundant subsets.

3. Train the processing modules (hidden layer) of the

multi-module system.

4. Train the decision-making module using signals pro-

duced by the processing modules.

However, while this redundancy-eliminating method is

effective, note that it does not remove non-redundant mod-

ules that provide no benefit to the system’s approximation

accuracy. Therefore, there can still be unnecessary modules

in the final system. Thus far, a solution to this problem has

remained elusive. We discuss this issue further in the future

work section of this paper.

4. Experimental Results

We have performed several experiments with our new

technique. These experiments were performed in software,

as our second-generation brain-building machine (BM2)

has not yet been built, and the first-generation machine

CBM does not support this type of functionality. Note that

the research reported in this paper is a necessary precursor

to completing the design of the new brain machine. The

limitation to software-based experimentation has, to some

degree, limited the size of experiments we can perform (as

training/evolving many neural networks takes a lot of time

in software), but we are very pleased with our results. It

is our expectation that, once BM2 is built, we can perform

multi-module training in negligible time.

Our first experiment was performed using waveform data

of the voltage output of wires in aging aircraft. The electri-

cal systems in aging aircraft are prone to degradation. This

can happen because of connections becoming faulty, shorts

in the wires, burn out due to too much current, and even

mice chewing on the wires. Obviously, it is important to

detect a faulty electrical system early before it becomes a

life-threatening problem. Figures 3 through 5 display ex-

amples of correct and incorrect voltage waveforms on the

wires.

As can be seen in figures 3 through 5, there are some

differences in the waveforms. We applied our automatic

multi-module training technique to this problem. Specifi-

cally, we wanted to detect not only if there was an error, but

also the type of error that has occurred. A unique output

signal was specified for each classification of the electri-

cal system: functioning properly, occasional loss of signal,

etc. Our technique properly partitioned each of these cases

into separate subsets, such that each neural net only had to

detect one type of situation. Further, subsets were created

that accurately classified features common to more than one

type of electrical system performance. This proved useful

in helping the decision-making module correctly determine

the classification of borderline cases. Thus we can achieve
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Figure 3. Example of a correctly functioning

wire. Note that the waveform is consistent,
and the amplitude is of an exact size.

Figure 4. First example of a faulty electrical

system. A connection has gone bad, such
that all current is lost occasionally. Signal
loss can last for long or very short periods of

time, and can occur at any point in the wave
form.

results better than with simple partitioning through decom-

position of outputs [kalganova00]. We summarize our per-

formance results in table 1.

We performed another experiment with character recog-

nition, using the English alphabet. Our goal was to detect

all vowels (a, e, i, o, and u), and reject all other letters (con-

stanants, punctuation, etc). The purpose of this experiment

was not to test pattern recognition abilities (that has already

been thoroughly researched for neural networks [1]), but to

establish how well our technique would partition this differ-

ent type of data.

Using the statistical measures discussed in section 3.1

of this paper, many training subsets were created and the

multi-module system succeeded in its assigned task. How-

ever, there were probably too many subsets created (over

100 in this example). While this does not negatively af-

Figure 5. Second example of a faulty electrical
system. As compared to figure 3 (an example

of a properly functioning electrical system),
the amplitude is too large. This is evidence
of a partially faulty connection.

Single network Multi-module

No error 31% 97%

Error 1 27% 95%

Error 2 33% 97%

Error 3 46% 98%

Error 4 24% 94%

Error 5 38% 93%

Table 1. Comparison of wire error classifica
tion accuracy using a single neural network

versus our automatic multimodule tech
nique. The single network was roughly the
same size as the entire multimodule system.

fect the result, it does lead to non-optimal computational

requirements. It appears to often be the case that, using our

partitioning technique, more modules are used than neces-

sary (i.e. too many subsets are made from the training set).

This is not a critical issue, but is wasteful, especially in a

hardware implementation of an artificial brain. Currently,

our solution for minimizing the number of modules (as pre-

sented in section 3.3) is to eliminate any (mostly) redun-

dant subsets of the training data. While this helps, it does

not eliminate any unique subsets which are not required for

the system to perform correct classification. This issue is

discussed further in the future work section of this paper,

where we will present some ideas for future research that

we plan on performing.

A final comment to make is that the partitioning of the

training set was performed very quickly. We implemented

the partitioning process algorithmically, and it only took a

fraction of a second to perform on a current PC.
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5. Discussion and Future Work

Our technique has been shown to work well for differ-

ent types of applications, and thus far appears to be gener-

ally applicable when using general statistical measures to

partition the training set. This should help make massive

artificial brain building in evolvable hardware a reality, be-

cause it increases the allowable size of problems that can be

solved, without increasing the human cost of such a solu-

tion.

One of the strengths of neural nets is their black-box abil-

ity to automatically learn how to perform a function based

on examples. Our multi-module training technique has a

similar strength, as large problems are automatically bro-

ken down into simple problems. This has traditionally been

a task that a human had to perform.

Note that our technique requires a large number of train-

ing examples as they are partitioned into many different

subsets, each of which must be sufficiently large for a neu-

ral net to generalize during training. In most cases we ex-

pect this to not be a problem as more examples can be gath-

ered/generated at will, although this will certainly not al-

ways be possible. Therefore, it may prove interesting in the

future to combine our techinque with some form of boot-

strapping [2], so that it could opperate effectively using

fewer examples.

One weakness of our proposed technique is that it of-

ten generates more modules than are necessary to solve a

problem. While the technique does avoid clearly uninterest-

ing (redundant) modules, it does not perform any advanced

minimization. For example, could it be possible to com-

bine three training subsets into two subsets (thus having

one fewer module), while getting equally high quality re-

sults from the multi-module system? This is possible, but

has yet to be researched. We theorize that this could be done

by examining the subsets created by the different statistical

measures, and merging those subsets with a certain percent-

age of the same elements. Another possible solution for this

problem may be to automatically determine which modules

(if any) provide little or no benefit to the performance of

the multi-module system. One approach to do this is to, af-

ter partitioning the training data set, is to apply a genetic

algorithm to selectively remove modules, and then re-train

the system and test its new performance. Such an approach,

while likely to succeed, would be very slow if performed in

software. However, if training were performed in dedicated

evolvable hardware, this approach may prove to be possible.

A potential pitfall of our technique is that some impor-

tant training data may never be partitioned into a subset,

and therefore not used as a positive example for training

any neural net. This could potentially lead to incorrect re-

sults from the multi-module system. We did not experience

this problem in our experiments, but it would be interesting

to guarantee that all training examples will be covered by at

least one module. Therefore, we propose adding a control

to our technique to keep track of the usage of all training

examples. If any element of the original training set is not

an element of at least one subset, then an additional module

will be created for this specific element. While potentially

costly, it would help guarantee the correctness of the multi-

module system.

It is also important to note that our technique could not

be used to, from a single task description, automatically

specify the functionality of all 64,000 modules in the CBM

brain machine. This would be like trying to define all the

functionality of the human brain with a single target func-

tion. Therefore, while our technique is useful for raising

artificial brain design and development to a higher level of

abstraction, it still must be approached from a traditional

top-down development approach.

We are also very interested in testing this automatic

multi-module training technique on extremely large, diffi-

cult problems. For example, a “danger detection system”,

which would simulate the response of animals to dangerous

environments. This would involve examining stimuli from

sight and sound, and perhaps other senses as well. However,

such a complex problem would require many modules and

is impractical to perform in software. We look forward to

experimenting with problems like this in BM2, once it has

been built. A hardware-based artificial brain should make

experimentation of such large scale problems practical.

Another question we have is if there may be some ex-

tremely complex problems that cannot be fully broken up

with a single application of statistical measures. In such

a case, it may be beneficial to recursively apply statistical

measures, until simple enough subsets have been created.

However, there is no way to test such complex problems

without BM2 and the ability to perform the training in ded-

icated hardware.

One final point to make is that the statistical measures we

have used in this paper for partitioning training data have

only been varified qualitatively. That is, we initially chose

some measures that made sense, and then performed exper-

iments to determine which of them are useful. While this

is validation to our choice of statistical measures, it is not

as robust as a thorough mathematical analysis would be. In

fact, it could be extremely interesting to (if possible) prove

exactly what set of statistical measures would be guaran-

teed to provide a sufficient partitioning of the training data

set such that automatic construction of multi-module sys-

tems, capable of solving any problem, could be known to

take place for all possible tasks.
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